Prime+ Collection
As our name implies, we use technology to create outdoor living products which look like natural wood but are
more sustainable, longer-lasting, and low-maintenance. It’s our belief that homeowners — ranging from those with
the highest standards to those searching for an accessible composite option — don’t have to sacrifice their design
vision for their perfect outdoor entertaining space.

Lean in to beautifully simple colours with this inspired decking collection. The moderately varied hues and subtle,
straight grain pattern create an authentic wood visual. Bring long-lasting beauty to your ideal outdoor living
space with these scalloped boards. The Prime+ scalloped profile reduces weight and cost while maintaining board
integrity.

SEA SALT
GRAY

COCONUT
HUSKTM

Prime+ Collection
Moisture-Shielding Cap: Each board is capped with
100% synthetic material on three sides so moisture can’t
penetrate and cause damage.
Stain-Resistant Surface: Never worry about a spill again,
because the easy-to-clean surface repels stains. Oils,
acidic foods, wines and sauces won’t cause any permanent
damage.
Steadfast Colour: These colours are engineered to last, and
come with a 25-Year Fade & Stain Warranty - the industry’s
best.
Sustainable Beauty: Made with a high percentage of
recycled materials, for an eco-friendly alternative to
natural wood.

• Choose from 4.8m and 6.0m lengths
• Available in square shoulder and
grooved boards
• Spans (On Centre) 400mm max
• Compatible with CONCEALoc®,
FUSIONLoc® and TOPLoc® fasteners
• Size: 136mm x 24mm

Fasteners

TOPLoc®

CONCEALoc®

FUSIONLoc®

TOPLoc® is colour-matched for ease of
installation, and strength. Compatible
with TimberTech PRO and TimberTech
EDGE boards.

CONCEALoc® is a hidden fastener
system that combines easy installation
with the look of a fastener-free surface
and comes with a 25-year warranty.

Combining strength, easy one-step
installation options, and innovative
design, the collated FUSIONLoc hidden
fastener system provides three points
of grooved board to joist connection.

Consult appropriate installation guide before starting your project.
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